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INVESTIGATION ON COMPRESSION METHODS USED AS A 
PROTECTION INSTRUMENT OF FILE OBJECTS 

Dimitrina Polimirova, Eugene Nickolov 

Abstract: This report examines important issues related to different ways to influence the information security of 
file objects, subjected to information attacks by the methods of compression. Accordingly, the report analyzes the 
relationships that may exist between selected set of known by the moment of exploration attacks, methods and 
objects. 

A methodology for evaluation of information security of objects exposed to attacks is proposed. This methodology 
reports the impact of different methods of compression which can be applied to these objects. A coefficient of 
information security for each relation attack—method—object is created. It depends on two main parameters 
TIME and SIZE, which describe, respectively, the attack and the object. The parameters are presented as two 
separate relations variables before and after the impact of methods of compression. 

Since one object can be processed by more than one method of compression, different criteria and methods are 
used for evaluating and selecting the best method of compression with respect to the information security of the 
investigated objects. An analysis of the obtained results is made. On this basis are made recommendations for 
choosing methods of compression with the lowest risk with respect to the information security of file objects, 
subjected to information attacks. 

Keywords: Information Security, Information Attacks, Methods of Compression, File Objects, Co-efficient of 
Information Security, Risk Assessment. 

ACM Classification Keywords: D.4.6 Security and Protection: information flow controls 

1. Introduction 

The development of information systems and technologies are increasingly expanding need for processing, 
transferring and saving of volume sizable information flows, which are in network TCP/IP environment. These 
information flows in the form of file objects, are subject of non-stop attacks according to their information security, 
which determines the significant necessity for research of methods and means for their protection. 

A common strategy for the protection of the file objects could include applying of methods of compression to 
objects to achieve decrease in the size of information flow. In addition, the use of password with fixed minimum 
and maximum length can be used. The possibility for encryption of objects, which are preliminarily compressed 
and protected by password, can be included as the last stage of the strategy for protecting.  

Within the framework of mentioned above possibilities for investigations can be estimated that is expediently to 
investigate this problem on separate stages. 

For the purposes of this paper the following reservation can be made: it is enough to investigate only the 
influence of compression methods on objects exposed to one or more attacks, as the difference in their behavior 
before and after the attacks when standard and not corporate (government) requirements are used, is taken into 
consideration. 
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Since the 70-th of ХХ century the problem for security and protection of information flows has drawn developers’ 
and constructors’ attention in the area if information technology [5]. With the first malattack in the 60th of last 
century [39], a progress in the area of object protection is observed and requirements for information security of 
objects are increased. Later the problem for creation of maximum protection for information flows arisen. 

This cause the necessity to conduct targeted research to clarify and successfully solving various tasks related to 
improving security in the processes of transferring, processing and storing of different types of information flows. 
Research on methods to enhance the information security of different types of file objects, became topical. 

Information flows subjected to different attacks, are characterized with their large volume size. Different methods 
for compression were developed and their use became necessity in order to reduce their size. Compressing 
objects, however, may be used as a means of increasing their security. 

2. The Problem 

2.1. Actuality 

The aim that can be placed within this paper is related to the investigation of publicly known by the moment of 
exploration information attacks, methods of compression and file objects. 

The main hypothesis is linked with the ability to analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of methods of 
compression, applied as e means to protect these objects from attacks. 

The approach for achieving the aim in accordance with the basic hypothesis is to use matrix transformations, 
applied on initially created base of relations between attacks, methods and objects. 

Future analyses and investigations can be carried out in the direction of precise planning of the economic costs 
when customizing the security policy of different configurations of computers, systems and networks. 

Investigation can be carried out also in cases of government computers, systems and networks, where encryption 
has a significant impact on information flow, especially when this process is applied to the already compressed 
objects. 

2.2. The goal and main task 

The investigations, which can be planned, have to be related to the analysis of the condition and perspective for 
development of known information attacks, methods of compression and file objects. Their scientific 
generalization in the form of three-way relation is necessary because only in their mutual relation the best 
analysis and thus the best decisions with respect to the effectiveness of methods of compression applied as a 
means to protection the file object from information attacks, can be achieved. 

Main goal: research and analyze the change in the information security of file objects located in a TCP/IP 
environment, subject to information attacks, recording the impact of methods of compression. 

Therefore, the main tasks resulting from the above defined purpose are as follows: 

1) to propose a method for reducing maximum three-way relationships among certain attacks, methods 
and objects to real three-way relationships that can exist among them; 

2) to propose a methodology for evaluation of information security of an object under attacks by recording 
the effect of the applied method of compression. Furthermore, using this methodology, the task is to 
define the methods of compression achieving the highest values of the coefficient of information security 
for each object for a respective attack, and for all objects for respective attacks; 

3) to propose a procedure for selecting methods of compression with the lowest risk with regards to the 
coefficient of information security of the respective objects for all attacks; 
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4) to conduct experiments proving the accuracy of the approach that entails the use of matrix 
transformations applied to an initially created base of two-way relationships among attacks, methods 
and objects which are to be transformed into attack-method-object three-way relationships.  

2.3. Work definitions 

For the aim of this paper the following work definitions are proposed [6], [26],[35]: 1) as information security we 
will note the protection of the information in an object from a random or purposeful access aimed at reading, 
transferring (coping), modifying or destroying the information in it; 2) as file object we will note the whole 
interconnected data or program records, saved under one name (http://www.answers.com/file); 3) as information 
attack we will note an attack in connection with the content of the current information stream; 4) as method of 
compression we will note the procedure for data encoding aimed at shrinking their volume during the processes 
of transfer and storage; 5) as a data compression we will note transforming of input data into output codes. The 
decision for the correspondence input data—output codes is based on preliminarily selected model. In case of 
effective compression, the obtained flow of codes is smaller in volume than the input data, but even though the 
compression is not effective, the file object will have a better protection against different attacks, because the 
output data will be presented by codes. 

During the investigation of the information security of file objects, they will be exposed to different information 
attacks. The attacks have been provisionally divided into malware and malattacks. In case of malware the direct 
participation of a user at the moment of the attack is missing, while in case of malattack the user’s presence is 
required [30], [22]. 

When investigating the methods of compression, applied not only for reducing the object’s size, but also for 
protecting them from information attacks, they will be divided in two main categories: lossless methods of 
compression and lossy methods of compression. Lossy methods of compression achieve better results with 
respect to the level of compression, but part of the information is removed [17]. In the group of lossless methods 
of compression are included those methods, which can guarantee the absolute repetition of output data with input 
data during the process compression—decompression [12]. 

Methods of compression can be applied over file objects represented by different file formats. Over 23000 file 
formats are known by the moment of exploration [37]. As file format we will note the way used for presenting the 
file information [23]. Different file formats for the different type of information, saved in file exist. The file objects 
are divided in two main categories: directly executable and indirectly executable. The directly executable objects 
can be used directly while indirectly executable objects need to be processed additionally to become directly 
usable. 

2.4. Short review of attacks, methods and objects 

Information flows have been subject to various information attacks, and that has attracted the attention of 
scientists starting all the back in the 60s during the previous century [39]. Chris Rodgers has explored computer 
and network attacks in a TCP/IP environment featuring viruses, worms, Trojan horses and DoS attacks [25]. 
Daniel Klein has researched one of the most frequently used attacks for accessing systems or file objects – an 
attack through a password [16]. Marco de Vivo and David have examined the effect of various network attacks 
[19], [36]. In 2004, attacks on mobile phone become extremely popular, and those have been researched by 
Martin and Hsiao [20]. World organizations like CERT/CC, SANS and OIS research and analyze attacks and 
regularly publish related reports and bulletins. 

Another group of scientists have been trying to find ways to reduce the size of the file objects by designing 
different methods of compression. For example, Cokus and Winkowski use methods of compression applicable to 
XML objects [3]. Butner, Iddan, Meron work on compressing images used in medicine and wireless 
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telecommunications which also have a higher rate of compression [2], [11]. Gilbert and Haffner have conducted 
studies in the field of compression of complex images and video both with and without a loss of  
information [8], [9]. 

3. Method for Reducing the Maximum Triple Relations Between Attacks, Methods and Objects to 
Real Triple Relations Between Them 

3.1. Maximum triple relations between attacks, methods and objects 

For achieving the tasks of the paper, the set of maximum number of attacks, methods and objects has to be 
determined. 

The set of maximum number of attacks can be collected from the current information base of National Laboratory 
of Computer Virology of Bulgarian Academic of Sciences. It collects information for the information attacks, which 
were carried out to a separate personal and/or corporate computers, and/or networks, and/or systems at the 
moment of the investigation. This is a generalization of attacks, implemented in Bulgaria, Balkan Peninsula and 
south-east Europe. 

Known methods of compression including lossless and lossy methods of compression, will be described. 

The objects, included in the set of maximum number of objects are representative of different file formats. They 
belong to two main categories – directly executable and indirectly executable. 

In the set of maximum number of attacks (Amax) are included 89 different attacks [38], divided in 33 main groups. 
20 of these are in the category “Malicious software (Malware)” and 13 – in the category “Malicious attack 
(Malattack)”. 

59 methods of compression take part in the set of maximum number of methods of compression (Mmax). They are 
divided in 9 groups: 5 of them belong to the category “Lossy methods of compression” [26] and 4 – to the 
category “Lossless methods of compression” [28]. 

42 file objects, representing over 23000 file formats are organized in 10 main groups. 7 of these belong to the 
category “Directly executable” and 3 – to the category “Indirectly executable”. They form the set of maximum 
number of objects Omax. 

For the purposes of the investigation, the current attacks will be denoted as ai, where the index i changes from 1 
to n (maximum number of known attacks), the current method of compression will be denoted as mj, where the 
index j changes from 1 to k (maximum number of methods), and the current object will be denoted as of, where 
the index f changes from 1 to l (maximum number of objects). 

3.2. Real triple relations between attacks, methods and objects 

To turn out the unreal relations from the determined maximum sets, attacks, methods and objects have to be 
singled out by reducing. They will form the sets of potential attacks, methods and objects. 

A group of experiments are carried out to determine the sets of potential numbers of attacks, methods and 
objects. The experiments have two stages: determination the sets of possible relations and determination the sets 
of real relations. 

The first stage investigates the sets of possible relations which can exist between attack—object, method—object 
and attack—method. For each relation pair will be composed two matrixes. The first matrix will include the result 
of expert assessment for the corresponding relation. The second one will include the results from carried out 
experiments for the same relation. 
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The expert assessment will provide the possibility to exclude from the analysis the attacks, methods and objects 
about which: 1) there is no sufficient information; 2) the information is not public; 3) the information is rapidly 
changing; 4) there is not enough authentic hardware and software. 

The expertly determined sets of relations will be put to a partial test by means of a number of planned simulative 
experiments. Thus the set of possible attacks, methods and objects will be singled out. 

 

Determination of possible relations attack—object () 

Let Ot be the set of file objects and Аt is a set of attacks that in a discrete moment of time t can gain access to the 

objects О. The elements of the set Оt and Аt are the apex of oriented graph Gt, determining the ability to access  

to the object О in this way: the arc A O , where (as  will denote the different type of access: read, 

write, execute and delete), belongs to Gt then and then only when at the moment t the attack aiАmax 

accomplishes an access  to the object ofОmax. 

Let   1
G

T

t t
 denote the set of states of the object from the point of view of the possibility for the attack А to 

obtain access to the object. ={G} is the set of graphs for access of А to О. In the common case the sets of 

states in the relation attack—object (), describing the successful/unsuccessful access of А to О, belong to the 

set . 

The next stage is to determine the set , which includes those conditions, where the access of the attack 

aiАmax to the object ofОmax is possible. 

Two matrices are composed to determine the set : ( , )l nY  and ( , )l nE . By the vertical of the matrices are 

included all attacks Аmax, separated in n varieties a1, a2,…, ai,…,an, max
1

n

i
i

a A


 , 
1

n

i
i

a


  . By the horizontal 

of the matrices are included all objects Оmax, separated in l varieties o1, o2,…, of,…,ol, max
1

l

f
f

o O


 , 

1

l

f
f

o


  . A research is conducted, where an attack ai is trying to get access  to the object of, where  will 

present the different type of an access (read, write, execute and delete). Graphically this process can be 
illustrated in this way: 

1 i fU a o   

where U1 is a user, who uses an attack aiАmax, to get access  to the object ofОmax, i=1,2,…,n, f=1,2,…,l. 

In the matrix ( , )l nY  for each cell the function of truth is produced [4] on the base of expert assessments: 

1,
( )

0,x

x K
J K

x K


 

for the attack and object: Ja(a1),Ja(a2),…,Ja(ai),…, Ja(an), Jo(o1),Jo(o2),…,Jo(of),…,Jo(ol). For 

each oriented graph A O  the result from the following logical expression ( ) ( )a i o fJ a J o  is filled out. 

If the obtained result is 1 (true) (х=1), then an attack aiAmax can get access to the object ofOmax ( A O ) 

and the relation can be investigated and analyzed. Otherwise with result 0 (false) (х=0), the attack aiAmax cannot 

get an access  to the object ofOmax.and the relation drops off for further investigation.  
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From the obtained results for the relation attack—object the set of expert relations (Е) can be singled out, which 

includes all attacks and objects the following logical expression is realized for: ( ) ( ) 1 a i o fJ a J o . 

In the second matrix ( , )l nE  for each cell a logical processing is made with result logical 0 or logical 1 by the so 

called function of truth 
1,

( )
0,x

x B
I B

x B


 

 respectively for the attack and object: Ia(a1),Ia(a2),…,Ia(ai),…, Ia(an), 

Io(o1),Io(o2),…,Io(of),…,Io(ol) and in the corresponding cell of the matrix is filled out the result from the logical 

expression: ( ) ( )a i o fI a I o  on the of the experiments, which were carried out. If the obtained result is 1 

(possible) (x=1) then during the experiments the attack aiAmax had gotten an access to the object ofOmax  

( A O ), otherwise with result 0 (impossible) (х=0), the attack’s access is not accomplished.  

On the base of the obtained results the set of experimental relations (B) can be singled out, which include all 

attacks and objects, for which is completed the following condition: ( ) ( ) 1a i o fI a I o  . 

Crossing the set B with E the set of possible relations attack—object () can be singled out, 

where         1           a i o f a i o fI a I o J a J o . 

From the set  will be picked out the set of possible relations attack—object ={i}, where i has one of the 
value from 1 to T, which covers those conditions of the object toward the attack, which will take a part in 
determination of the sets of real relations. 

By analogy the other sets of possible relations method—object () and attack—method () are determined. 
Figure 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are graphically presented the obtained result for the sets of expert relations (in 
red), the sets of experimental relations (in blue) and the sets of possible relations (in green). 

 

   

Figure 1 Set of expert relation 
attack—object (E) 

Figure 2 Set of experimental relation 
attack—object (B) 

Figure 3 Set of possible relation 

attack—object () 

   

   

Figure 4 Set of expert relation 
method—object (P) 

Figure 5 Set of experimental relation 
method—object (C) 

Figure 6 Set of possible  relation 

method—object () 
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Figure 7 Set of expert relation 
attack—method (Y) 

Figure 8 Set of experimental relation 
attack—method (D)  

Figure 9 Set of possible relation 

attack—method () 

 

The next stage of reducing the attacks, methods and objects includes investigation of the relations —, — 

и —.  

Let the elements of the set  and  form a totality of elements  then and then only, when for the elements 

z and h the following logical expression is realized for (Expression 1): 

                 
1

                       
 

a i o f a i o f m j o f m j o fI a I o J a J o I m I o J m J o  Expression 1 

The elements of the set  and  form a totality of elements  then and then only, when for the elements 

z and c the following logical expression is realized for (Expression 2): 

                 
1

                     
  

a i o f a i o f a i m j a i m jI a I o J a J o I a I m J a J m  Expression 2 

The elements of the set  and  form a totality of elements  then and then only, when for the elements 

h and c the following logical expression is realized for (Expression 3): 

                 
1

                     


m j o f m j o f a i m j a i m jI m I o J m J o I a I m J a J m  Expression 3 

The set of real relations between attacks, methods and objects is        or (Expression 4): 

      1                 Expression 4 

Using the Matlab™ 33811 real three-way relations attacks—methods—objects from total 220 542 maximum 
three-way relations are determined. 

The set of potential number of attacks (Аpot) is expressed as real attacks (received from the real relations) in 
relation to the maximum number of attacks (Amax). The real attacks are expert and experimental estimated for the 
corresponding object/objects with respect to the corresponding method/methods and described with the 
technique of matrix transformation. The set of potential number of attacks Аpot can be denoted as 

 1 2, ,..., ,...,pot i pA a a a a , where p is the index the potential attacks alter for, where p≤n (Expression 5). 

1

,      
p

pot i i
i

A a a


   Expression 5 

The set of potential number of methods (Mpot) is expressed as real methods (received from the real relations) in 
relation to the maximum number of methods (Mmax). The real methods are expert and experimental estimated for 
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the corresponding object/objects with respect to the corresponding attack/attacks and described with the 
technique of matrix transformation. The set of potential number of methods Mpot can be denoted 

as  1 2, ,..., ,...,pot j qM m m m m , where q is the index the potential methods alter for, where q≤k  

(Expression 6). 

1

,   
q

pot j j
j

M m m


    Expression 6 

The set of potential number of objects (Opot) is expressed as real objects (received from the real relations) in 
relation to the maximum number of objects (Оmax). The real methods are expert and experimental estimated for 
the corresponding attack/attacks with respect to the corresponding method/methods and described with the 
technique of matrix transformation. The set of potential number of objects Opot can be denoted 

as  1 2, ,..., ,...,pot f rO o o o o , where r is the index the potential objects alter for, where r≤l (Expression 7). 

1

,    
r

pot f f
f

O o o


    Expression 7 

4. Methodic for Evaluation of the Information Security of an Object, Exposed to Attacks with 
Considering the Influence of Methods of Compression 

4.1. Information security and its evaluation about file object 

The methodology for evaluation of the information security of an object will meet the following limitations: 

 only the potential sets of attacks, methods and objects will be analyzed; 

 the experiments are conducted at standard users', non-corporations' (governments') requirements; 

 in order to simplify the computations the lossy methods of compression are except; 

 in conducting the experiments for determining the co-efficient of information security, the objects used 
have equal or similar starting size (1 MB). 

Studies and analysis can be made in the following three directions: 

- evaluation of the success of the attack, made on an object processed with a method of compression; 

- evaluation of the protection by method of compression, applied on an object, exposed to an attack; 

- evaluation of the security of an object exposed to an attack and processed by a method of compression. 

From the mentioned above three directions in this paper will pay attention only to the evaluation of the security 
(information security) of objects, exposed to information attacks noting the influence of the methods of 
compression. 

The information security of an object can be determined as a quantitative value, which depends on several 
fundamental parameters. For the purposes of this paper only the parameters TIME and SIZE will be studied and 
analyzed by marking the difference in the objects behavior before and after applying the method of compression. 

The parameter TIME (T) reflects the evaluation of time for attack at an object BEFORE and AFTER the influence 
of the method of compression. The parameter SIZE (S) reflects the evaluation of the size of an object BEFORE 
and AFTER its processing with a method of compression. 
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After determining the main parameters, which will be analyzed and evaluated with regard to the information 
security of an object, is necessary to determine the basic characteristics, which have influence on the evaluation 
of the main parameters. 

The basic characteristics, which have influence on the evaluation of the parameters BEFORE applying a method 
of compression to the object, are: 

- for the evaluation of the parameter TIME the following characteristics can be taken into consideration: 
time for examination and time for processing; 

- for the evaluation of the parameter SIZE will pointed characteristics depending of the category to which 
file objects belong to. Two basic categories are: DIRECTLY USED (these are objects, which have to be 
used directly) and NON-DIRECTLY USED (these are objects, requiring secondary processing to 
become directly used): 

- the characteristics, which have influence on the evaluation of the parameter SIZE for objects belonging 
to DIRECTLY USED category, are: characters’ size, image’s size, video’s and audio’s size and official 
information’s size; 

- the characteristics, which have influence on the evaluation of the parameter SIZE for objects belonging 
to NON-DIRECTLY USED category, are: resolution of the image, bit depth, official information’s size (for 
representatives of the group “graphical objects”); sample size, sample rate, official information’s size (for 
representatives of the group “music and sound”). 

The basic characteristics, which have influence on the evaluation of the parameters AFTER applying a method of 
compression to the object, are: 

- for the evaluation of the parameter TIME the characteristic time for restoration is added to these, 
mentioned above before applying a method of compression to an object; 

- for the evaluation of the parameter SIZE are specified characteristics, depending of the method of 
compression applied over the object: 

- when statistical methods of compression are applied, the characteristics (in addition to these mentioned 
above for DIRECTLY USED objects), which have influence on the evaluation, are: entropy of the 
message, information redundancy, level of compression, bits of information after compression, size of 
the model for decompression; 

- when dictionary methods of compression are applied, the characteristics (in addition to these mentioned 
above for DIRECTLY USED objects), which have influence on the evaluation, are: size of the dictionary, 
entropy of the message, information redundancy, level of compression; 

- when image methods of compression are applied the characteristics (in addition to these mentioned 
above for NON-DIRECTLY USED graphical objects), which have influence on the evaluation, are: 
average number of pixel repetitions, average number of sequenced pixels, level of compression; 

- when audio methods of compression are applied the characteristics (in addition to these mentioned 
above for NON-DIRECTLY USED objects from the group “sound and music”), which have influence on 
the evaluation, are: level of sample size, level of sample rate, average number of sequenced zero 
samples, level of compression. 

Each characteristic is defined evaluation (V) with respect to the information security of an object subjected to 
attack BEFORE and AFTER applying a method of compression. To establish these evaluations is taken into 
consideration additional factors affecting the evaluation of the respective characteristic. Then each characteristic 
is examined by conducting experiments. Thus, the relationship between the result obtained after the examination 
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and evaluation of the characteristic with respect to the information security of an object, is determined. At the end 
the valuation (V) of the respective characteristic is determined. 

The next stage is to determine the weighted co-efficient of each characteristic. The weighted co-efficient (W) 
determine the level of influence which each valuation of the respective characteristic have influence on the 
general evaluation of the parameter to which it belongs to. For determining the weighted co-efficient of the 
characteristic is used the AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) method [10], [33], which consists of four basic stages: 
1) determining the characteristics which have to be evaluated; 2) arranging the chosen characteristics in a AHP 
matrix; 3) comparing each couple of characteristics by preliminarily selected bipolar measurement scales for 
evaluation; 4) determining the respective weights of the characteristics by consecution of mathematical 
operations. 

The estimating of the general evaluation of the parameter consists of the following stages: 1) determining the 
evaluation of the characteristics, which have influence on the basic evaluation of the selected parameter 

(charact. ) [0 1]
n

V   , where n is the number of the characteristics; 2) setting the weighted co-efficient of each 

characteristic (charact. )n
W , like 

1

1
n

i
i

W


 ; 3) determining the evaluation of the parameter as 

 
1(parameter ) (charact. )

1

.
i

n

i
i

V V W


 . 

4.2. Determination of the coefficient of information security 

A co-efficient of information security (KIS) is compounded to analyze the information security of the objects. It is 
presented as a variable, formed from the examined above parameters TIME and SIZE, reflecting the condition of 
the object before and after applying methods of compression. 

The co-efficient of information security of an object reflects the total estimation of the parameters TIME and SIZE 

for each set of real relations between attack (ai,), methods (mj) and object (of), where aiApot, mjMpot, ofOpot. 

The determination of KIS for each relation attack—method—object proceeds over the following stages: 

1) determining the co-efficient of information security for evaluation of the parameter TIME and SIZE; 

To determine the co-efficient of information security of an object with respect to the parameter TIME ( ( )TRV ) and 

SIZE ( ( )SRV ), relatively valuation of the parameter TIME and SIZE is determined. It presents the number of 

increases of the value ( )TV  and ( )SV  of an object after processing it with method of compression. ( )TRV and 

( )SRV  can be represented as a ration of the valuation-delta ( ( )TV  respectively ( )SV ) and valuation-prim 

( ( )TV   respectively ( )SV  ) for the security of the object with respect to the time (Formula 1 and 2):  

( )( )

( )

TT

T

V
RV

V





 (1) 

( )( )

( )





SS

S

V
RV

V
 (2) 

where ( ) ( ) ( )T T TV V V    , ( ) ( ) ( )S S SV V V     like ( )TV   and ( )SV   is the determined valuation of information 

security of an object in regard to the time BEFORE applying the method of compression and ( )TV   and ( )SV   is 

the determined valuation of information security of an object in regard to the time AFTER applying the method of 
compression; 
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Thus for each set of real relations between attacks, methods and objects a relatively valuation of the object with 
respect to the parameters TIME and SIZE is determined. 

For the parameters TIME and SIZE is formed a coefficient of the information security (KIS(p)) for evaluation of the 
parameter (p) as (Formula 3): 

( )( )

( )max
pIS p

p

RV
K

RV
  (3) 

where: ( ) ( )
( )

( )

p p
p

p

V V
RV

V

 



 is the average value of the parameter, which show with how many times is 

increased the value of the corresponding parameter after the application of a method of compression on an 

object; ( )pV   is the value of the information security of the object corresponding to the parameter before the 

application of method of compression; ( )pV   is the value of the information security of the object corresponding to 

the parameter after its treatment with method of compression; maxRV(p) is the maximum average value 
corresponding to the parameter, achieved from the same object in one of the others real relations, in which it 
takes part. 

The coefficient of the information security of an object (KIS) can be represented as average value of the 
coefficients of evaluation of the parameters (Formula 4): 

( )

1

1 n
IS IS p
z

p

K K
n 

   (4) 

where KIS(p) represents a coefficient of the information security of an object corresponding to a given parameter, n 
is the number of tested parameters corresponding to the information security of an object, and z varies in the 
boundaries of the multiplication of ap, mq and or. 

On Figure 10 a), b), c), d), e), f) is shown graphical interpretation of the obtained values of KIS for some of the 
most commonly used objects. 

 

 

       

 Figure 10 a) Geographic Information System object Figure 10 b) Text/Document object 
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 Figure 10 c) Raster graphic Figure 10 d) Uncompressed sound 

 

 

         

 Figure 10 e) Dynamic web page Figure 10 f) Source code 

Figure 10 Graphic interpretations for determined values of the co-efficient of information security 
 for different file objects 

 

 

After determining KIS for each object we can determine which is the method with the highest value of KIS for the 
given object and attack. On Figure 11 a), b), c), d), e), f) we can see a graphical presentation of the change in the 
co-efficient of information security for given objects in regard to given attacks, determined after applying the given 
methods for compression. 

         

 Figure 11 a) Geographic Information System fail object Figure 11 b) Text/Document object 
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 Figure 11 c) Raster graphic Figure 11 d) Uncompressed sound 

 

 

         

 Figure 11 e) Dynamic web page Figure 11 f) Source code 

Figure 11 Distribution of the co-efficient for informational security for given object and attack,  
when a given method of compression is applied 

 

 

In practice though, one object can be subjected of several attacks simultaneously. For each objects can be 
formed a group of methods, achieving highest values of KIS towards all attacks, to which it might be exposed. 
They are used to define the methods with lowest risk for compression in relation to the information security of the 
objects. 

5. Selecting Procedure for Methods of Compression with Lowest Risk with Respect to the 
Coefficient of Information Security 

5.1. Model for choosing of alternatives  

The considered model is related to the examination of the possibility to influence on information security of 
objects, exposed to attacks by methods of compression. The final goal of the model is to choose the best 
alternatives (variants) for the decision making person by calculation several problems for multi-criteria evaluation 
[31]. Finally for each object a method of compression will be chosen which will reduce to the lowest risk with 
respect to the information security of selected object towards to all attacks to which the object can be exposed. 
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Stage one from the construction of the model is connected with the definition of the objects which will be explored 
and the different alternatives, compiling of the different compression methods, which can be applied to the 
corresponding object. 

Stage two is connected with the selection of the different characteristics/situations compiling of the different 
attacks, which can attack the corresponding compressed object. 

Stage three is connected with definition of the weight of the different characteristics/situations, e.g. to define for 
each attack the possibility to attack the chosen compressed object. 

On stage four with the help of chosen criteria and methods for selection of alternatives is made a selection of a 
alternative with lowest risk (compression method), and the rest alternatives are sorted in descending order in 
relation to the information security of the object. 

The last stage five from the construction of the model is connected with the selection of the best alternative 
(compression method) for each object, which is with lowest risk in relation to the information security of the object 
in question towards all attacks, to which it can be exposed. 

In the model are included attacks (aiApot), methods (mjMpot) and objects (ofOpot), which had been determined 
by means of matrix transformations, applied on initially build base of relations between maximum number of 
attacks (Amax), methods (Mmax) and objects (Omax). After dropping out the sets of real relations, where lossy 
methods of compression take part, are analyzed 60 attacks (from the set of Аpot) from total 89 attacks (from the 
set of Аmax), 36 methods (from the set of Мpot) from total 59 methods (from the set of Мmax). The methods and the 
attacks are investigated on 27 objects (from the set of Opot) from total 42 objects (from the set of Omax). 

During description of the model, the following terms will be used: 

Risk – when we speak of risk we will have in mind the risk of achieving a lower value of KIS of the object when 
applying a method of compression as means of protection from different attacks; 

Profit – the profit of application of the method of compression on an object is connected with the achievement of 
higher value of KIS. 

 

5.2. Choosing of evaluation criteria 

It is necessary to systematize the available information to realize this model. For that purpose a matrix ( , )q pB  is 

built, which includes the most efficient methods for one object (which are the different alternatives for decision-
maker) and the attacks, which can access to these objects processed by these methods (which are the set of 
characteristics). The vector of numerical values for characteristics, which is assigned for each element, is the co-
efficient of information security (KINF). The matrix ( , )q pB  is built for each object from the set of potential number of 

objects. 

The best variant for decision-maker can be determined with the help of the matrix and different methods for the 
game theory [14] and multi-criteria evaluation methods [27]. This variant includes the method of compression with 
the lowest risk with respect to the co-efficient of information security of the object, which is chosen by the 
decision-maker in connection to investigating attacks.  

Under lowest risk alternative we assume the compression method, which best satisfies the execution of the target 
of the model, namely to achieve the best information security of the object towards all attacks through application 
of a compression method. 

For the finding of alternative with lowest risk are used the following criteria from game theory: 

- Maximum of the mathematical expectation for the profit (Ea); 
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- Minimum of the mathematical expectation for the risk (Er); 

- Criteria of Laplace for the profit (La); 

- Criteria of Laplace fir the risk (Lr); 

- Criteria of Wald (WA); 

- Criteria of Savage (SA); 

- Criteria of pessimism-optimism (H); 

- Criteria of pessimism-optimism of risk (F). 

The methods of compression can be sorted according level of preference with the help of the following two 
methods for multi-criteria evaluation (multi-criteria evaluation methods): 

- Method of the linear combination of formal criteria (Sj); 

- Method of maximum guaranteed result (tj).  

Both methods are based on the same model. 

 

Maximum of the mathematical expectation for the profit (Ea) 

Maximum of the mathematical expectation for the profit (Ea) can be determined as (Formula 5) [13]:   

maxa j
j

E b  (5) 

where 
1

p

j i ji
i

b b


 , p is the number of attacks, bji is a component of the matrix B(q,p), i is the weight co-

efficient and it represents the possibility of one in preliminary chosen attack to get access to one object from 

preliminary chosen set of objects. The vector components  1 2, ,..., ,...,i p    


 are real non-negative 

numbers and represents weight for decision-making. The following limitation 
1

1
p

i
i




  has to be observed.  

 

Minimum of the mathematical expectation for the risk (Er) 

Minimum of the mathematical expectation for the risk (Er) can be determined as (Formula 6): 

minr jj
E r

 
(6) 

where: 

1

p

j i ji
i

r r



, 

ji i jir b  , maxi ji
j
b  . 
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By analogy a variant of these both methods for multi-criteria evaluation can be examined when the values of 
weighted co-efficient are equal. For more detailed analysis can be assumed that the weighted co-efficient ( ) 

cannot always be known. In that case can be made the assumption that all values of   are equal (Laplace 

principle). 

 

Criteria of Laplace for the profit (La) 

Criteria of Laplace [18] for the profit (La) can be determined as (Formula 7):  

max
L

a j
j

L b  (7) 

where 
L

jb  is the average value of the profit in cases when the weights co-efficient are equal: 

1

1 1

p p
L L
j i ji ji

i i

b b p b 

 

   , where p is the number of the situations (attacks). 

 

Criteria of Laplace fir the risk (Lr) 

Criteria of Laplace fir the risk (Lr) can be determined as (Formula 8):  

min
L

r j
j

L r  (8) 

where 
L

jr  is the average value of the risk in cases when the weights co-efficient are equal: 

1

1 1

p p
L L
j i ji ji

i i

r r p r 

 

   , where p is the number of the situations (attacks). 

 

Criteria of Wald (WA) 

This is criterion of pessimism. Its calculation is necessary because the aim of the model is to select this variant 
which is with maximum profit and minimum risk. The Wald criterion (WA) is called maximin (criterion of 
pessimism) [21] and it selects for optimal this strategy which responds to (Formula 9):  

max j
j

WA  (9) 

where: 

minj jii
b 

. 
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Criteria of Savage (SA) 

This criterion also works with the risk and it is criterion of pessimism too. Criteria of Savage (SA) [15] selects for 
optimal this strategy, where the risk value is minimal in cases of the more unfavorable situation. The optimal 
strategy can be fined as (Formula 10):    

min  jj
SA  (10) 

where: 

maxj ji
i
r 

. 

 

Criteria of pessimism-optimism (H) 

Under existing circumstances a pessimistic position of the decision making person can be chosen in other cases 

– optimistic. The criterion uses the matrix ( , )q pB . The number , which is a measure for the pessimism of the 

decision making person. The number can be between 0 and 1. When =1, then we have situation of extreme 

pessimism. When =0, this criterion become criterion of extreme optimism. Criterion of Hurwicz (H) [29], [32] 
recommends selecting this alternative, which (Formula 11):  

max j
j

H h  (11) 

where: 

 1 maxj j ji
j

h b   
. 

The criterion is calculated in the model when =0, =0,5 and =1. 

 

Criteria of pessimism-optimism of risk (F) 

Criteria of pessimism-optimism of risk (F) [24] can be defined as (Formula 12): 

min jj
F f  (12) 

where 
 max 1 minj ji jiii

f r r   
. 

The criterion is calculated in the model when =0, =0,5 and =1. 

The next stage of the model is related with the estimation of the decision. Therefore two main methods for multi-
criteria evaluation are used: Method of the linear combination of formal criteria and Method of maximum 
guaranteed result. Both methods use the matrix (B(q,p)), whose elements are normalized in matrix C(q,p)  
(Formula 13) [1].  

max
ji ji

ji
i ji

j

b b
c

b
   (13) 
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Method of the linear combination of formal criteria (Sj) 

The matrix with normalized values ( , )q pC  is used [7]. It uses the vector  1 2, ,..., ,...,i p    


 as an input 

parameter. 

The calculating is: 

(1) For each alternative (methods’ group) is assigned the number Sj where (Formula 14): 

1

p

j i ji
i

S c


   (14) 

(2) The alternatives are sorted in ascending order by the number Sj, i.e. on the first place is the alternative with 
the maximum value of Sj, if there are several such an alternatives, their order in the list is arbitrary. Alternatives 
with lower values of Sj, follow, etc. 

By analogy a variant of this both method can be examined when the values of weighted co-efficient () are equal 
(Laplace). In this case (Formula 15): 

1

1 1

p p
L L
j i ji ji

i i

S c p c 

 

    (15) 

 

Method of maximum guaranteed result (tj) 

The matrix with normalized values ( , )q pC  [7], [34] is used. It uses the vector  1 2, ,..., ,...,i p    


 as an 

input parameter too, for which the following limitation 
1

1
p

i
i




  has to be observed for. 

The calculating is: 

(1) For each alternative (method of compression) is assigned the number tj where (Formula 16): 

   1 1 2 2min min . , . ,..., . ,..., .j i ji j j i ji p qpi
t c c c c c       (16) 

(2) The alternatives are sorted in ascending order by the number tj. 

In case when the values of weighted co-efficient () are equal (Laplace) (Formula 17): 

 minL L
j i jii
t c  (17) 

 

5.3. Procedure of choosing an alternative  

These methods for multi-criteria evaluation are applied for each matrix (i.e. for each objects’ group). Thus, for 
each object we can choose an alternative (method) we give preference to, with respect to the co-efficient of 
information security to all attacks. 
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6. Experiments Proving the Reliability of the Approach 

The methods used for conducting of the experiments include the use of corresponding hardware and software 
instruments, which is connected with matrixes, matrix transformations, methods for evaluation of the risk, multi-
criteria valuation, multi-criteria choice and other. 

For the software realization is used the program system for scientific studies of the company "The MathWorks” 
which includes the family фамилията Matlab® and Simulink® – widely used software for analytical 
transformations, numerical calculations and graphical presentation of obtained results. 

The used for the experiments apparatuses includes two server configurations each with two work stations. The 
first server configuration (in conjunction with two work stations) is used for investigation of “attacking behavior”. 
The other server configuration (in conjunction with two work stations) is used for investigation of “protecting 
behavior”. Each couple work stations are used accordingly for “managing station” and “standard station”. 

7. Assessments and Conclusion 

7.1. With respect to the sets of attacks, methods and objects: 

The selected number of maximum attacks (89 numbers), methods (59 numbers) and objects (42 numbers) is 
enough for determination of the sets of potential number of attacks, methods and objects. 

After conducted expert evaluations and experiments can be summarized that: 

- from total 3738 relations attack—objects, expert evaluated 2231 relations, experimental verified are 
2861 relations and 2188 possible relations attack—object are formed; 

- from total 2478 relations method—objects, expert evaluated 588 relations, experimental verified are 845 
relations and 585 possible relations method—object are formed; 

- from total 5251 relations attack—method, expert evaluated 3540 relations, experimental verified are 
3835 relations and 3540 possible relations method—object are formed. 

From total 220542 maximum triple relations, 33811 real triple relations attack—method--object are determined. 

The number of attacks, methods and objects from the set of potential number of attacks, methods and objects, 
which take a part in the investigations are as follows: Apot=60 numbers, Mpot=53 numbers and Opot=30 numbers. 

1) The chosen methodology for analyzing the relations attack-method-object by means of matrix 
transformations is effective and operative, and it contains the necessary potential for new deep analyses 
in this and another related areas. 

2) The results give a possibility of specific planning of safety procedures and safety policies for the different 
computers, systems and networks configurations. Conditions are created for precise planning of 
economic expenses, connected with a specific safety policy with a specific configuration of computer, 
system and network.  

 

7.2. With respect to the information security of object: 

1) The selected for the investigation parameters TIME and SIZE are enough to investigate the information 
security not only of objects, but also of computer systems and networks when standard and not 
corporate (government) requirements are used. 

2) The evaluation with respect to the chosen objects, which will be processed by methods of compression, 
is positive and suppositions don’t influence on the obtained results. The evaluation with respect to the 
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chosen methods of compression is also positive and the conducted experiments can be generalized for 
other methods of compression, which don’t take part in the investigation. 

3) Based on the conducted experiments, we can make the conclusion that reducing the object’s size after 
compression leads to increasing the time required by an attack to get an access to an object. 

With respect to KIS the best results are shown with objects from the group of data file objects, processed with a 
method of compression belonging to the group of dictionary methods of compression. The worst results are 
shown with objects from the group of binary file objects and graphic file objects, processed with a method of 
compression belonging to the group of statistical methods of compression. 

Fro total 53 numbers methods from the set of potential numbers of methods, 20 achive the highest values of KIS 
of the object. They are from the group of: dictionary methods of compression, image mathods of compression and 
audio methods of compression. 

 

7.3. With respect to the procedure for methods of compression with lowest risk 

1) The main task of risk management is risk optimization, i.e. to find the moment where the risk and 
attaining higher level of information security when methods of compression are applied on objects are 
compensate each other. 

2) Independently from the made expenses, the risk assessment shows that the application of methods of 
compression to a great extent heightens the information security of objects under attacks. 

3) The conducted experiments shows that the lowest risk with respect to the information security is 
obtained for objects from the groups scientific file objects and data file objects, exposed to attacks 
when methods of compression from the group of dictionary methods of compression are applied. 

 

7.4. With respect to the experiments: 

The program systems for scientific investigations “The MathWorks” can be successfully applied when determining 
the sets of real relations between attacks, methods and objects, obtained by using matrix transformations and 
reducing by stages the sets of maximum relations. Thus, from total 220542 maximum relations attacks—
methods—objects are determined 33811 real relations, which are investigated with respect to the information 
security of objects. 

With respect to the number of the elements of the sets of expert relations attack—object, methods—object and 
attack—method, can be concluded that they are accordingly 2231 from total 3738, 588 from total 2478 and 3540 
from total 5251.  
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